SMART LIGHTING SYSTEM

Elevating
Everyday
Life

An

Ethereal
Experience

WHERE

Design meets functionality
Architecture meets aesthetics
Convenience meets versatility

Engineering
Excellence

Art of
Living
T H E M A S T E R Y O F L I G H T A N D S PA C E .

Ambient lighting with the highest visual comfort
for all ages and preferences. Our lighting artfully
accentuates the dimensions of your living space
with the air of individualism, flair and elegance.

S L E E K . E L E G A N T. R E V O L U T I O N A R Y.

A flawless symbiosis of design and functionality, every
smallest detail is refined with perfection in mind. As an
architectural statement piece, our smart lights are built
to be long-lasting and run on optimum efficiency.

Personalised
Experience

DEFINE THE QUINTESSENCE OF LIVING.

A wide spectral composition of lightings that
is customisable for you to create your own
sanctuary. With a casual tap of your finger, you
can easily change the light scene on our app
to suit your mood for an immersive sensory
experience in the comfort of your home.

Elevated

Everyday
Living

Light is an indispensable element in our
lives. It forms human perception and creates
the right atmosphere - whether it is providing
a soothing environment for rest or increased
focus for performance enhancement.
VIO smart lighting is ideal for all ages and
sets the scene for various activities within
the confines of our room.

The Right
Lighting

Humans spend approximately

for You

90% of the time indoors due to
the increasingly hectic lifestyles.

With the limited amount of exposure
to natural light, one’s vision, wellbeing
and performance are negatively
affected. Therefore, it is essential to
use the right lighting system that can
mimic natural light. This is essentially
known as Human Centric Lighting.

Humans Have a
Primal Relationship
with Light
From the soft sunlight streaming through
the windows that gently nudges you awake,
to the blazing hot sun that heightens your
alertness, to the dull moonlight that lulls
you back to sleep – our physiological and
biological processes instinctively react to
the changes in our surrounding light.

Human Centric
Lighting

It ultimately centers around the needs
of humans, primarily comprising
of Biological Lighting, Therapeutic
Lighting and Ergonomic Lighting.

The Power

Possess the power to control ‘natural light’
indoors and create the ideal environment
that revolves around your needs.

of Control

Redefine Quality
Human Centric Lighting brings natural light
indoors through the manipulation of light
intensity and colour temperature of artificial
lights. This reinforces your circadian rhythm,
enhances your cognitive skills and improves
your sense of well-being.

BIOLOGICAL LIGHTING

ERGONOMIC LIGHTING

THERAPEUTIC LIGHTING

Quality of Sleep

Quality of Performance

Quality of Life

Emulates the dynamic changes

Equipped with a wide spectrum of

Restorative in nature, it plays

in natural light to support your

light intensity and color temperature

a vital role in our psychological

circadian rhythm and enhance

to create the ideal visual working

well-being and can be used

your sleep quality.

conditions and boost productivity.

in the treatment of psychiatric
issues or dementia.

A Light for
Everyone

Living with a
Personal Touch

Every individual has his or her unique lighting
preferences and needs to be addressed. The real
question is not what lighting can be for all, but
rather how lighting can be for all.

VIO’s precision-engineered lighting offers
personalisation in colour temperature and
lighting intensity for all ages, tasks and moods.

One Space,
Limitless Possibilities

Our VIO app lets you balance the soft background
light, sharp feature light and soothing ambient light
in the room to create the perfect lighting scene for
your various functions.

The Philosophy
of Versatility

Limited not by space, but rather by imagination.
VIO Smart Lighting System allows you to
overcome the physical limits of your room and
transform it to host various functions.

The kitchen is a homely place for you to prepare

VIO's versatile lighting will provide you with the

your meal; An intimate place for you catch up with

right ambience for all intended purposes.

your loved ones; A cosy place for you to nestle
while working.

A New Standard

in Lighting
Technology

We believe that good lighting is the foundation
for quality living. Every component of our
lights is tested and refined to ensure that it is
long-lasting, aesthetically designed and delivers
optimal visual performance.

Build
to Last

Every detail is designed with perfection in
mind. VIO smart lights are engineered and
assembled with premium quality materials
for high-performance and resilience.

Die Cast Aluminium
with Powdered Coating
Excellent heat dissipation.
Long lasting protection against corrosion.

Sabic Plastic
Engineering grade material offering
high resistance to discolouration.

Enhanced Visual
Performance

High performance lighting specially

Low Unified Glare Rating (UGR)

Non-stroboscopic

High Colour Rendering Index (CRI)

engineered for optimal visual comfort

Sunken In Design ensures comfortable

Flicker free to reduce eye strain and

Accurate reflection of the colours of

and does not compromise your vision.

visual conditions.

disruptions of natural eye movement.

an object in comparison to natural light.

Aesthetically
Designed

Sleek, modern
and refined
Designed to complement the
aesthetics of your home interior.

Experience the Luxury
in Smart Convenience

Discover the luxury in smart living
where convenience and versatility
is synthesised into the VIO app.

Ambient Setting

Smart Integration

Wireless Connectivity

Create the atmosphere based on your

Join the ecosystem of Smart Network for

Effortless setup to kickstart your smart

preferences anytime, anywhere.

that seamless transition into smart living.

home journey.

Ambient Setting
VIO App is developed to help you
create the right ambience depending
on your needs.

Dim and Tune
Adjust the brightness and colour
temperature of lights in your living
space with just a slide of your finger.

Individualised Functions
Allow one space to accommodate
different functions.

Scheduling/Automation
Preset the lighting scenery to fit into
your schedule. It can be used to
reinforce your circadian rhythm and
promote work-life balance.

Smart
Integration

Join the ecosystem of smart technology.
Synchronise your devices into one for
easy access and control.

Wireless
Connectivity
Effortless setup for you to kickstart
your smart home journey.

Easy Installation
Compatible with Google Assistant

Remove the need for additional hub,

and Amazon Alexa

hacking or re-wiring with our products,

Activate voice command for hands-free

making it perfect for retrofitting your new

control.

or existing home.

Seamless Access Sharing

Remote Access

Remove the hassle of manually adding

Control the lightings on your phone

the individual lights by syncing to VIO

easily and conveniently from anywhere

with your smart home assistants.

in the world.

Smart Sharing

Dual-Mode Connection

Easy access sharing with your loved ones

Powered by BLE+WiFi technology for

with the home management feature.

seamless connectivity.

Our
A New Standard
Products

S U R FA C E M O U N T E D

SYMMETRY

in Lighting
RECESSED CEILING
Technology
ELON
LUCID
LEGO

TRACK LIGHT

CHASER
SMART BULB

BRIXTON
LED STRIP

HALCYON

S U R FA C E M O U N T E D

SYMMETRY

Specifications
Beam Angle

Power

IP Rating

Colours

48°

9W

20

Available in Black and White

CCT

Max Brightness

2700K - 6500K

980Lm at 2700K - 1145Lm at 6500K

Photometric
48° 2700K

Effect
48° 6500K

2700K

6500K

Dimensions
75mm Diameter, 91mm Height

Features


Multi-functional luminaire for diffused and spotlighting effects



Wall or ceiling mounted option to adapt seamlessly to any project requirements



Halo ring effect to reflect a soft architectural glow

Application



Use of COB LED chip for energy saving and low maintenance cost

Ideal for home application in bedroom



Die-cast aluminium body to enhance heat dissipation to ensure longevity

and living spaces, and/or to highlight



Adjustable light head allowing up to 90° tiltable and 355° rotatable angles

artworks and collectibles.

TRACK LIGHTS

CHASER

Specifications
Beam Angle

Power

IP Rating

Colours

36°

7W

20

Available in Black and White

CCT

Max Brightness

2700K - 6500K

702Lm at 2700K - 752Lm at 6500K

Photometric
36° 2700K

Effect
36° 6500K

2700K

6500K

Dimensions

Features


Multi-functional luminaire for ambient, task and accent lighting



Singapore’s first ever smart track light offering individualised control over each

60mm Diameter, 135mm Length

light head


Flexibility to add or remove luminaires from the track as needed



Use of COB LED chip for energy saving and low maintenance cost



Compact and sleek design to suit a wide range of interior and architectural layout

Application



Die-cast aluminium body to enhance heat dissipation to ensure longevity

Ideal for home application in living room,



Adjustable light head allowing up to 180° tiltable and 355° rotatable angles

and/or highlight artworks and wall textures.

RECESSED CEILING

LUCID

LUCID SINGLE

LUCID ROUND

LUCID TWIN

Features


Multi-functional spotlight for ambient, task and accent lighting



Interchangeable inner ring for personalised interaction



Use of COB LED chip for energy saving and low maintenance cost



Die-cast aluminium body to enhance heat dissipation to ensure longevity

Application



Recessed design for minimised glare and extra visual comfort

Ideal for home application in living room,



Adjustable gimbal allowing up to 24° tiltable and 350° rotatable angles

and/or highlight artworks and wall textures.

LUCID Single
Beam Angle

Power

IP Rating

Cut-hole Size

36°

7W

20

76mm Length, 76mm Breadth

CCT

Max Brightness

2700K - 6500K

697Lm at 2700K - 754Lm at 6500K

Colours

Inner Ring

Available in Black and White

Black, White, Chrome, Gold

36° 2700K

Effect
36° 6500K

2700K

6500K

Dimensions
105

Photometric

LUCID Round

LUCID Twin

Beam Angle

Power

IP Rating

Cut-hole Size

Beam Angle

Power

IP Rating

Cut-hole Size

36°

7W

20

76mm Diameter

36°

7W x 2

20

146mm Length, 76mm Breadth

CCT

Max Brightness

CCT

Max Brightness

2700K - 6500K

697Lm at 2700K - 754Lm at 6500K

2700K - 6500K

1394Lm at 2700K - 1508Lm at 6500K

Colours

Inner Ring

Colours

Inner Ring

Available in Black and White

Black, White, Chrome, Gold

Available in Black and White

Black, White, Chrome, Gold

36° 6500K

2700K

Photometric
6500K

36° 2700K

Dimensions

Effect
36° 6500K

2700K

6500K

Dimensions
105

36° 2700K

Effect

105

Photometric

RECESSED CEILING

LEGO

Features


Multi-functional spotlight for ambient, task and accent lighting



Offers oval lighting distribution for an even coverage



Use of SMD LED chip to support high performance lighting and high efficiency

Application



Die-cast aluminium body to enhance heat dissipation to ensure longevity

Ideal for home application in bedroom,



Recessed design for minimised glare and extra visual comfort

hallways and living spaces.

LEGO-S

Specifications
Beam Angle

Power

Cut-hole Size

38°

1.9W x 3

76mm Length, 36mm Breadth

CCT

Max Brightness

2700K - 5800K

437Lm at 2700K - 566Lm at 5800K

Colours

Inner Ring

Available in Black and White

Black, Gold

Dimensions

Photometric
38° 2700K

Effect
38° 5800K

2700K

6500K

LEGO-M

LEGO-L

Specifications

Specifications

Beam Angle

Power

Cut-hole Size

Beam Angle

Power

Cut-hole Size

38°

1.9W x 5

130mm Length, 36mm Breadth

38°

1.9W x 10

250mm Length, 36mm Breadth

CCT

Max Brightness

CCT

Max Brightness

2700K - 5800K

708Lm at 2700K - 907Lm at 5800K

2700K - 5800K

1354Lm at 2700K - 1794Lm at 5800K

Colours

Inner Ring

Colours

Inner Ring

Available in Black and White

Black, Gold

Available in Black and White

Black, Gold

Dimensions

Effect

Photometric
38° 2700K

38° 5800K

2700K

Dimensions
6500K

Photometric
38° 2700K

Effect
38° 5800K

2700K

6500K

RECESSED CEILING

ELON

Features


Staple for general downlighting, creating an even illumination



Wide beam angle which allows wider spacing between each luminaire to achieve
high quality ambient lighting and an even illumination



Use of SMD LED chip to support high performance lighting and high efficiency

Application



Opal diffuser for reduced glare and creates light uniformity

Ideal for general lighting needs, recommended



Die-cast aluminium heatsink to enhance heat dissipation

for living room, kitchen, study.

ELON-1

ELON-2

Specifications

Specifications

Beam Angle

Power

Cut-hole Size

Beam Angle

Power

Cut-hole Size

70°

8W

90mm - 100mm Diameter

70°

13W

125mm - 135mm Diameter

CCT

Max Brightness

CCT

Max Brightness

2700K - 6500K

1057Lm at 2700K - 1137Lm at 6500K

2700K - 6500K

1654Lm at 2700K - 1767Lm at 6500K

Dimensions

Photometric

Dimensions

Photometric

70° 2700K

Effect
70° 6500K

2700K

6500K

70° 2700K

Effect
70° 6500K

2700K

6500K

LED STRIP

HALCYON

Specifications
Beam Angle

Power

120°

20W/metre

CCT

Max Brightness

2700K - 6000K

2700Lm/metre at 2700K - 2900Lm/metre at 6000K

Dimensions
Customisable length up to 5m
17.5mm Width, 7mm Height

Features


Multi-functional luminaire for ambient, task and accent lighting



Customisable to different lengths to cater to your lighting needs



Use of SMD LED chip to support high performance lighting and high efficiency



Increased LED density to improve uniformity of illumination

Application



Paired with diffuser to achieve smooth dot-free light distribution

Ideal for living room, cove lights,



Opal diffuser to keep dust and water away from light source

kitchen island and shelves.

LED STRIP

HALCYON
COLOURPLAY

Specifications
Beam Angle

Power

120°

19.2W/metre

CCT

Max Brightness

2700K - 6000K

287Lm/metre at 2700K - 334Lm/metre at 6000K

& 16 million colours
Dimensions
Customisable length up to 5m
17.5mm Width, 7mm Height

Features


Tunable white and RGBW with up to 16 million colours for your creativity
and imagination



Multi-functional luminaire for ambient, task and accent lighting



Use of SMD LED chip to support high performance lighting and high efficiency



Customisable to different lengths to cater to your needs



Increased LED density to improve uniformity of illumination



Paired with diffuser to achieve smooth dot-free light distribution

Application



Opal diffuser to keep dust and water away from light source

Ideal for living room, TV LED lights,



Aluminium profile to enhance heat dissipation for longevity of light source

cove lights and shelves.

E27 BULB

BRIXTON
COLOURPLAY

Features


Tunable white and RGBW with up to 16 million colours for your
creativity and imagination



Fit into any E27 lamp fixtures

Specifications
Power

CCT

Max Brightness

Dimensions

8.5W

2700K - 6500K

806Lm

60mm Diameter,

& 16 million colours

104mm Length

E27 BULB

BRIXTON
Golden

Features


Filament LED bulb to replicate the classic look of an incandescent bulbs



Warm colour temperature range



Golden globe exterior for a luxurious and elegant look



Fit into any E27 lamp fixtures

Specifications
Power

CCT

Max Brightness

Dimensions

6.5W

1800K - 3000K

806Lm

60mm Diameter,
104mm Length

E27 BULB

BRIXTON
Smoky

Features


Filament LED bulb to replicate the classic look of an incandescent bulbs



Warm colour temperature range



Cool grey globe exterior for a mysterious and industrial look



Fit into any E27 lamp fixtures

Specifications
Power

CCT

Max Brightness

Dimensions

6.5W

1800K - 3000K

806Lm

60mm Diameter,
104mm Length

A New Era

of
Smart
Luxury

“VIO is born out of the idea that
technology is most powerful
when everyone can access it.”

Our unfettered pursuit of engineering excellence over the years
has led us to produce sophisticated visuals and functional
At VIO, we aspire to elevate the living experiences of
every household through the constant breakthroughs
in technology.
Specialising in smart architectural lighting, our products
are professionally designed to complement and enhance
the interior of your home. It is the artful balance between
architectural fixture and smart functions that creates an
exquisite, cohesive and personalised spatial experience.

technology that is of the highest caliber. Trusted by many, we
have delivered lighting solutions to clients ranging commercially
from resorts, hotels and restaurants to residential housing.
From Architectural to Smart Lighting, our team strives to be the
frontrunners in smart innovation by challenging our boundaries
and venturing into the uncharted territories - to seamlessly
integrate luxury in everyday life.
The refinement of normality marks the dawn of our smart luxury.

Contact Us

E: ask@vio.com.sg
O: +65 3138 5263
W: www.vio.com.sg
A: 2 Jalan Rajah #01-12 Singapore 329134

